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Abstract. DDoS attacks are very difficult to detect, researches have
been in the pursuit of highly efficient and flexible DDoS attacks detection
methods. For this purpose, we put forward an improved Non-parametric
CUSUM method (NPCUSUM), which combined with adaptive sliding
windows (ASW), to detect DDoS attacks. In order to evaluate our
method, we do experiments on 2000 DARPA Intrusion Detection Sce-
nario Specific Data Set (DARPA 2000 Dataset). The results show that
the proposed method improves the detection efficiency and has good
flexibility.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet, it is an exponential growth on network
attacks. Due to the availability of many tools for novices, and the difficulty of
tracking attackers, DDoS attacks have become a major threat to Internet [1].
Attackers employ Botnets to launch DDoS attacks for specific targets (Victims),
which can lead victims to be paralyzed and cause huge economic losses [2,3].

Currently, there are plenty of detection methods [4–6] against DDoS attacks.
Their main idea is almost the same that firstly extracted features which can be
used to represent DDoS attacks, then found the abnormalities in network traffic.

In the article [7], the authors proposed to build a database of normal
sequences by sliding a window of length n on hosts. However, the size of win-
dow is fixed, which does limit the scalability of the algorithm. The authors
[8] employed statistical approaches, entropy and Chi-Square Statistic, to detect
DDoS attacks. In the paper, the threshold won’t be changed, so it is not a
smart and wise method. In the article [9], the authors put forward a fast entropy
method combined with several sliding windows. But it needs to set the initial
thresholds, and it uses the pcap data which means to need much more time on
calculation. The authors in the paper [10] proposed a multi-attributes CUSUM
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method based on conditional entropy [16,17]. Nevertheless, the thresholds can-
not be updated automatically and the size of sliding windows are not variable.

Based on the above reasons, this paper proposes an improved Non-parametric
CUSUM method (NPCUSUM) method based on adaptive sliding windows to
detect DDoS attacks. The main improvements of the detection method are as
follow, (1) calculating conditional entropy based on netflow flow data rather than
pcap packets data [13–15], (2) employing an improved NPCUSUM method based
on an adaptive sliding window (ASW) to detect DDoS attacks, (3) employing
tolerance factor to reduce false positive rate.

In this paper, the adaptive sliding window we designed, which could adjust
its size automatically and auto update thresholds without human intervention,
according to the network traffic. Our method do not need to set the initial
thresholds, it can be auto updated. In order to reduce false positive rate, a
tolerance factor does be employed. Only the number of attacks detected beyond
the tolerance factor, then produce one alert.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the
improved detection algorithm and elaborate each part in detail. In Sect. 3, we
show our experiments and analysis the result. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Sect. 4 and give the next step of our research.

2 Proposed Detection Algorithm

In this section, we elaborate the proposed detection approach of DDoS attacks.
Table 1 lists mainly algorithm’s steps, Fig. 1 displays the sketch map of our algo-
rithm, and Table 2 gives some notions.

Table 1. Proposed algroithm’ steps

(1) Transform pcap packets data to netflow flows data,

(2) Select features for detection,

(3) Chose interval time and compute the features values,

(4) Compute cumulative sum by the improved NPCUSUM method,

(5) Compare cumulative sum to thresholds and detect attacks,

(6) Updated thresholds and SASW’s size.

2.1 Transform Pcap Packets Data to Netflow Flows Data

In order to reduce computation time and achieve good performance in real time,
we transform pcap packets data to netflow flows data [18,19]. Generally, Fig. 2
shows a typical output of a NetFlow command line tool-nfdump.
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Fig. 1. Proposed algorithm’s flowchart

Table 2. Notions

Δt: intervals time. The minimums calculating unit for conditional entropy

Hi: conditional entropy

SASW : simple adaptive sliding window. Its size is variable

: SASW m and SASW n represent different SASW’s sizes

NPCUSUM : Non-parametric CUSUM algorithm

toleranceFactor: tolerance factor

normalCnt: continuous SASW number of normal level

Threshold: estimate whether the flow is a DDoS attack or not

Fig. 2. Netflow’s flow data

2.2 Select Features for Detection

In this paper, considering the efficiencyof the algorithm,weonly chose two features,
conditional Entropy (H(srcIP |dstIP )) and the number of flows per interval time
(flowCnt) [11,12].Wedonot choose anyports (source/destinationports) informa-
tion, because ports usually are uncertain, and any other information, such as, the
number of packets per interval Time (packets), bits per second (bps), packets per
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second (pps) and Bytes per package (Bpp) information, because they and flowCnt
have the same properties.

2.3 Choose Interval Time and Compute the Features Value

In this paper, interval time is the minimize unit in our detection algorithm, and
we set 1 s as the default interval time.
Conditional Entropy (H(srcIP |dstIP )) is computed,

H(srcIP |dstIP ) =
∑

dstIP∈Δt

p(dstIP )H(srcIP |dstIP )

= −
∑

dstIP∈Δt

p(dstIP )
∑

srcIP∈Δt

p(srcIP |dstIP )logH(srcIP |dstIP )
(1)

FlowCnt is computed,

flowCnt = log2(sum(flows)/intervalT ime) (2)

2.4 Compute Cumulative Sum by the Improved NPCUSUM
Method

In this paper, we calculate cumulative values between the current SASW and
the last normal SASW. ByondnormalLevelSum represents the cumulative sum
which beyond averages (normalMeanPre) in the last normal SASW, Lessnor-
malLevelPre represents the cumulative sum which less than averages in the last
normal SASW.

ByondNormalLevelSum = sum({diffV alues|diffV alues = currentV alues
−normalMeanPre&diffV alues > 0})

LessNormalLevelSum = sum({diffV alues|diffV alues = currentV alues
−normalMeanPre&diffV alues < 0})

(3)

2.5 Compare Cumulative Sum to Thresholds and Detect Attacks

In traditional methods, they just compare the cumulative sum to thresholds
[16,17], which will cause too much alerts, so we introduce tolerance factor-
toleranceFactor. Our improved method is to cumulate the number of attacks-
AttackCnt. If AttackCnt > toleranceFactor, then produce alerts. In this way it
will reduce many alerts. Pseudocode 1 shows our improved idea.

2.6 Updated Thresholds and SASW’s Size

In this section, we will update the thresholds and SASW’s size. If there is a
DDoS attack, we employ the average of three previous thresholds to update the
thresholds, and SASW’s size substract 1, otherwise, use the previous values. This
avoids just use one single threshold to update the new thresholds.
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Pseudocode 1. Estimating Improved NPCUSUM
1: if (ByondnormalLevelSum > thresholds||LessnormalLevelSum < thresholds)

then
2: warning : It is maybe some abnormality, please look out!
3: AttackCnt = AttackCnt + 1
4: if AttackCnt > toleranceFactor then
5: alerts : Attack is Happened!
6: end if
7: else
8: normal values
9: end if

3 Experiment and Analysis

The 2000 DARPA dataset is a typical dataset of DDoS attack traffic, which
includes a DDoS attack run by a novice attacker (MIT Lincoln Lab, 2000) [20].
In this section, we do experiments on Darpa 2000 dataset, and analysis the
results. The total test time is about 3 h and the initial parameters are as fol-
low, initial threshold is [0,0], intervals time is 1 s, toleranceFactor=4, SASW:
[SASWSizeMin,SASWSizeMax]=[3,10].

3.1 Results

In this part, we show the results. Employing formulas (1) and (2), we can com-
pute the conditional entropy (H(srcIP |DstIP )) and entropy (flowCnt) at each
interval time, which can be seen in Fig. 3, the maximum entropy values represent
that there is a DDoS attack.

Figure 4 shows that the thresholds are changed continuously in order to adapt
the status of network traffic. At the beginning, the initial threshold is [0,0]. How-
ever, when the status of network traffic has changed, the threshold also changed
automatically. When DDoS attack has happened at peak points in Fig. 4, thresh-
olds employed the previous values and can still detect the attack.

Figure 5 is cumulative sum at each SASW, which shows that a huge change
appeared when DDoS attack happened. And we can compare this value to thresh-
olds. If this value beyond thresholds at toleranceFactor times, then produce
alerts.

Figure 6 gives the change of SASW. When there are not DDoS attacks, the
SASW will increase, in order to increase cumulative sum, otherwise, the SASW
will decrease, because of DDoS attacks happened. At this time, a DDoS attack
happened, so SASW has decreased.

Compared with [13], the authors employ many conditional entropy to detect
DDoS attacks which spends several hours. But in our paper, we just use
H(srcIP |dstIP ) and flowCnt to detect, our method spends less time, which
is 1993.3560 s – about half hour, to detect DDoS attacks on Darpa 2000 and can
automatic adjust parameters to adapt the status of network traffic.
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Fig. 3. Entropy Fig. 4. Threshold

Fig. 5. NPCusum Fig. 6. SASWSize

Through the experiments, our method can adjust the algorithm’s parameters,
such as, automatic to learn detection thresholds, dynamic to update detection
thresholds and auto-adjust sliding windows size, according to the status of net-
work. Our method improves the detection efficiency and has good flexibility. It
can be used in practice for real-time detection.

Notes: Due to lots of values, x-axis can not be seen clearly, so we give the
explanation that x-axis represents the start time of each interval or SASW.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an improved Non-parameter CUSUM method
(NPCUSUM) based on an adaptive sliding window to detect DDoS attacks.
According to the status of network, it is able to automatically adjust the para-
meters of NPCUSUM, such as, automatic to learn detection threshold, dynamic
to update detection thresholds and automatic to adjust the sliding window size.
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In order to evaluate our method, we do experiments on DARPA 2000 Dataset,
the results show that its flexible and effective to detect DDoS attacks.

But this method also has several deficiencies, (1) it can’t distinguish between
Flash Contest and DDoS attacks traffic, (2) it will causes a certain delay. In this
paper, we introduce toleranceFactor to reduce the number of alerts. Tolerance-
Factor controls the detection sensitivity. It will cause a certain delay. In practice,
it is always a tough task for researchers.

In view of the above reasons, we need to constantly improve our method and
make it more reasonable and efficient.
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